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A B S T R A C T   

The accumulation of microplastics in marine organisms is an emerging concern. Due to trophic transfer, the 
safety of seafood is under investigation in view of the potential negative effects of microplastics on human health. 
In this study, market samples of Manila clams (Ruditapes philippinarum) from South Korea were segregated into 
two groups of considerably different size (p < 0.05), namely small clams with shell length of 40.69 ± 3.97 mm, 
and large clams of shell length 51.19 ± 2.86 mm. Comparative profiling of the number, size, shape, and polymer 
type of microplastics were performed using μFTIR imaging and Nile red staining. Overall, μFTIR detected only 
1559 microplastics while 1996 microplastics were counted based on staining from 61 Manila clams (30 small and 
31 large), leading to an overestimation of 18 to 75 %. Comparable microplastics concentration, based on μFTIR, 
were observed at 2.70 ± 1.66 MP/g or 15.64 ± 9.25 MP/individual for the small samples, and 3.65 ± 1.59 MP/g 
or 41.63 ± 16.90 MP/individual for the large ones (p > 0.05). Particle diameters of 20–100 μm was the most 
dominant, accounting for 44.6 % and 46.5 % of all microplastics from the small and large groups, respectively. 
Particles, with a circularity (resemblance to a circle) value between 0.6 and 1.0, were the most prevalent, fol-
lowed by fragments and fibers. At least 50 % of microplastics from the small and large samples were polystyrene, 
making it the most abundant polymer type. Despite the substantial difference in the size of the animals, only a 
weak to moderate correlation was observed between microplastics content and the physical attributes of the 
clams such as shell length and weight, (soft) tissue weight, and total weight (Spearman's coefficient < 0.5). The 
estimated intake of microplastics by the Korean population was 1232 MP/person/year via small clams, 1663 MP/ 
person/year via large clams, and 1489 MP/person/year via clams independent of size.   

1. Introduction 

Since the term ‘microplastics’ (MP) surfaced in 2004 (Thompson 
et al., 2004), its presence in the environment and food chain has become 
an area of great interest and concern. Contamination of air, land, aquatic 
bodies, and fauna by MP is being investigated. To date, MP are proven to 

exist in marine biota (De Witte et al., 2014; Mathalon and Hill, 2014; 
Vandermeersch et al., 2015; Digka et al., 2018b; Khoironi et al., 2018; 
Phuong et al., 2018; Renzi et al., 2018), birds (Cadée, 2002; Mallory, 
2008), indoor air (Dris et al., 2016), food such as drinking water, honey, 
sugar, tea, and alcohol (Yang et al., 2015; Cox et al., 2019), and in the 
different zones of the ocean (Ng and Obbard, 2006; Browne et al., 2011; 
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Van Cauwenberghe et al., 2013; Eriksen et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015) 
and freshwater which includes the surface, water column, and bottom 
sediment (Li et al., 2018). By definition, MP are plastics smaller than 5 
mm (Arthur et al., 2009). They are derived from synthetic polymers that 
are either initially manufactured in microscopic sizes (primary MP), 
such as exfoliating agents in cosmetic products, or generated via the 
breakdown of large plastic fragments (secondary MP) due to chemical, 
physical, and biological processes (Cole et al., 2011; Van Cauwenberghe 
et al., 2015). Globally, 92.4 % of the plastics in the oceans are MP 
(Eriksen et al., 2014), making it the most prevalent form of marine 
plastic pollution. 

Given the small size and pervasive nature of MP, ingestion by several 
marine species (mollusks, crustaceans, fish, and echinoderms) has been 
observed. Once ingested, MP are distributed and accumulate in various 
organs such as gills, gut, liver, kidneys (Lu et al., 2016; Deng et al., 2017; 
Plee and Pomory, 2020), and respiratory structures (Mohsen et al., 
2021). This can result in unfavorable health effects that include 
decreased food intake and reduced growth rate (Besseling et al., 2013), 
lower fertility (Sussarellu et al., 2016), inflammation (Von Moos et al., 
2012), oxidative stress (Lu et al., 2016), and higher immune response 
(Browne et al., 2008; Canesi et al., 2015; Green, 2016; Rist et al., 2016). 
Even though ingestion was not observed to be fatal, chronic effects are a 
critical matter. Increasingly, human exposure to MP and the possibility 
of associated health risks has become a growing concern. For the risk to 
be estimated accurately, information gaps on the extent of human 
exposure to MP must be filled. Specifically, data regarding the MP 
quantity, size, shape, and chemical composition for each relevant 
exposure route (e.g., ingestion, inhalation, dermal contact) must be 
gathered. 

The transfer of MP through the food chain is one of the predominant 
exposure routes for humans. Among seafood products, the consumption 
of bivalves such as clams, oysters, and mussels, presents a high risk of 
transposal. Compared to fish and some type of shellfish, where the gut is 
removed during food preparation, most bivalves are commonly eaten 
with an intact digestive tract (Rainieri and Barranco, 2019). As shown in 
numerous studies, the digestive tract is where MP accumulate, especially 
in bivalves (Von Moos et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2016; González-Soto et al., 
2019). Even though depuration was shown to decrease the plastic con-
tent in the stomach, >55 % still remained afterward (Van Cau-
wenberghe and Janssen, 2014). Hence, consuming such species will lead 
to higher MP exposure, especially in regions with a seafood-rich diet 
such as South Korea, with an annual intake of 58.4 kg of seafood per 
person (10.6 kg corresponds to bivalves) (Food and Agriculture Orga-
nization of the United Nations (FAO), 2016). 

A standard protocol for MP quantification still does not exist. Two of 
the most commonly used techniques based on literature are Nile red 
staining (NRS) and μFTIR spectroscopy. Fluorescent tagging of MP using 
Nile red (NR) has gained widespread use because of its inexpensive 
nature and its affinity to a wide range of polymers (Prata et al., 2021). In 
addition, smaller MP particles (≥3 μm) can be easily detected and 
visualized due to the high fluorescence intensity of the dye (Shruti et al., 
2022). With the advancement in image processing technology, a few 
tools for automated measurement of number and size of stained MP are 
now available (Prata et al., 2019, 2020). Despite these advantages, NRS 
lacks the ability to identify polymer types, which μFTIR spectroscopy 
can provide. For focal plane array (FPA) μFTIR, a large area containing 
MP can even be scanned easily with simultaneous visualization and 
collection of spectra (Elert et al., 2017; Cabernard et al., 2018). How-
ever, this approach is still time-consuming and requires expensive 
equipment combined with a well-trained operator (Primpke et al., 
2017). A further important limitation of μFTIR is the current detection 
limit of ~20 μm, meaning that MP in the low micron range, as well as 
nanoplastics, cannot be analyzed reliably (Cabernard et al., 2018). 

Exposure of humans to MP originating from shellfish has been pre-
viously quantified using both μFTIR or μRaman spectroscopy (Cho et al., 
2019, 2021). Because of the size limitation of both techniques, 

underestimation is inevitable on account of proper chemical character-
ization of MP debris. Aside from this, current protocols describe that a 
manual inspection of the filter is required to pre-select suspected MP 
prior to chemical characterization, a process which is prone to errors 
and bias. In this respect, a combination of staining and μFTIR is needed 
to completely capture the wide range of MP sizes present in the samples. 

In this study, we used both NRS and μFTIR spectroscopy to measure 
the MP quantity, morphology, size, and chemical nature, and investigate 
the effect/s of shell size and age on the accumulation of MP in Manila 
clams (Ruditapes philippinarum) in South Korea. The samples were 
segregated into two groups: small clams (SC) and large clams (LC) with 
shell length of 40.69 ± 3.97 mm and 51.19 ± 2.86 mm, respectively. 
Comparative profiling of SC and LC was performed using μFTIR- and 
NRS-based measurements to obtain a comprehensive set of information 
on the MP content and overcome the drawbacks associated with using 
one technique alone. In addition, a software-guided strategy for quan-
tification and classification was employed to avoid the bias inherent to 
manual inspection. Lastly, exposure assessment was carried out to esti-
mate the level of exposure of Korean consumers to MP through con-
sumption of Manila clams. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Reagents, materials, and equipment 

All sample preparation, filtration, and glassware cleaning steps were 
performed inside a laminar flow cabinet (Daihan Scientific, SLCV1-12) 
to prevent contamination from indoor airborne MP. Deionized water, 
reagents, and solutions were filtered using 0.22 μm PTFE membrane 
(Hyundai micro Co., Ltd., HP020025D) filters before use. The filtered 
water was used to wash all glassware prior to experiments. All samples 
were covered with aluminum foil when moved outside the laminar flow 
hood. Cotton laboratory coats were worn throughout the procedure(Cho 
et al., 2019). GF/A glass micofiber filters (Whatman, 1820-047), 1.6 μm, 
were used for filtration of samples after digestion. KOH (Daejung, 6584- 
4400) was used for digestion of organic matter while ZnCl2 (Alfa Aesar, 
A16281) was utilized for density separation. Nile red dye (Tokyo 
Chemical Industry Co., N0659) was used for fluorescent tagging of MP. 
Additional staining using 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole or DAPI 
(Roche, 10236276001) was performed to check for the presence of 
biological material as described in S1c of Supplementary information 
(SI). Porcine pancreatic lipase (Merck, L3126) was used for in-situ lipase 
treatment (S1b of SI). Olympus SZX10 stereomicroscope (Olympus, 
Tokyo, Japan) equipped with SZX2-FGFPHQ filter set having excitation 
at 460–480 nm and emission at 495–540 nm was utilized for visuali-
zation of fluorescently stained MP. For chemical characterization, MP 
were placed in 20 μm stainless steel filter mesh (KIAST, KF-STC2520) 
and analyzed using Bruker Lumos II μFTIR (Bruker, Bremen, Ger-
many) imaging equipment. 

2.2. Sample collection 

Manila clams were purchased from the same vendor in Incheon 
complex fish market in May 2019. All clams were sourced from aqua-
culture farms in Mokpo, along the west coast of the Korean peninsula. 
Since there is a high possibility that the MP content may change during 
the transport of products from the place of production to the site of 
commerce (Cho et al., 2019), direct sampling of wild-caught or cultured 
samples was not conducted. For this reason, market samples of cultured 
clams were utilized to ensure that the quantity of MP closely matches 
with the amount that consumers are exposed to. In addition, washing of 
the soft tissue was avoided to take into account loosely bound MP that 
could also be eaten especially when food is consumed raw or steamed. 

After purchase, clams were immediately stored in ice. Once in the 
laboratory, animals were wrapped in aluminum foil and stored at 
− 20 ◦C. Shell length was measured using a caliper while samples are 
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frozen. The clams were segregated into two groups of significantly 
different size (p < 0.05) based on shell length. The SC (n = 51) had an 
average shell length of 40.69 ± 3.97 mm, with a minimum of 31.79 mm 
and a maximum of 45.64 mm. In comparison, the LC (n = 50) showed an 
average shell length of 51.19 ± 2.86 mm, with a minimum of 46.18 mm 
and a maximum of 56.18 mm. The shell weight, soft tissue (wet) weight, 
and total weight of the two groups were also considerably different (p <
0.05). Given these observations, the two groups of clams can be 
considered to be phenotypically distinct. A summary of the physical 
traits of SC and LC is displayed in Table 1. A detailed list containing the 
traits of all 101 Manila clams can be found in Table S1 (SI). 

The age of the clams was also predicted based on their shell length 
using the von Bertalanffy growth curves of Ruditapes philippinarum re-
ported in Korea (Choi et al., 2011). In this growth curve, the age of the 
clam (in years) is plotted in the x-axis and the corresponding shell length 
(in mm) in the y-axis. Through interpolation, SC are estimated to be 
approximately 2 1/2 years to 4 years of age, while LC are at least 5 years 
old. 

Aside from the phenotypic distinctions, the clams were grouped in 
such a way to reflect the trend in wholesale market price of Manila 
clams. The average cost of SC is 13, 375 Korean won for every 5 kg 
which is cheaper compared to 25,188 Korean won per 5 kg of LC 
(Noryangjin Fisheries Whoelsale, 2022). This price difference could in-
fluence the consumers choice and consumption due to economic rea-
sons, which may pose an impact on the dietary exposure assessment. 

2.3. Extraction of MP from clams 

Frozen clam soft tissue was excised from the shell using a scalpel, 
weighed, and transferred to a glass digestion flask containing 250 mL of 
10 % (w/w) KOH solution at 60 ◦C. Thawing was avoided to prevent the 
loss of loosely attached MP, which could be carried away by the thawed 
liquid while removing the soft tissue from the shells or in case the tissue 
is sliced in the process. Only one clam was placed in each digestion flask. 
When the soft tissue wet weight of the clam exceeded 10 g, the sample 
was split into two similar pieces and digested separately. Sample 
digestion was conducted for 24 h at 60 ◦C while stirring (Dehaut et al., 
2016). Prior to digestion, each solution was spiked with 10 pieces of 
green low-density polyethylene (LDPE) plastic bag cut into approxi-
mately 1 mm × 1 mm squares as a quality control measure (S2a of SI). 
After digestion, solutions were vacuum filtered using 47 mm GF/A filter 
paper,1.6 μm pore size. The flasks were washed at least three times with 
50 mL filtered deionized water to recover all spiked plastics. Blank so-
lutions containing only filtered 10 % KOH and LDPE spikes were always 
processed alongside samples to serve as negative controls. 

2.4. Nile red staining of MP 

The extracted MP were stained with NR following the procedure 
described in Maes et al. (2017). The GF/A filters containing MP were 
suspended in 10 mL ZnCl2 aqueous solution (ρ = 1.37 g/mL) and soni-
cated 3 times for 3 min. Obtained suspension was centrifuged and the 
upper layer was transferred into a glass test tube and stained by adding a 
filtered solution of 1 mg/mL NR in acetone at a final concentration of 10 

μg/mL. Staining was performed for 30 min at 60 ◦C with constant 
shaking. The dyed MP were filtered using 25 mm GF/A filter (1.6 μm 
pore size) through vacuum filtration. Subsequently, the filter was 
washed with 50 mL absolute ethanol to remove excess dye and reduce 
background fluorescence. 

2.5. Fluorescence microscopy and analysis of obtained images 

Filter papers with NR-stained MP were viewed under Olympus ste-
reomicroscope equipped with fluorescence filter (Ex 460–480 nm; Em 
495–540 nm). For every section of the filter, fluorescent and bright-field 
images were both taken using DigiRetina 16 microscope camera. Images 
were captured at a resolution of 1600 × 1200 pixels and exposure time 
of 80 ms. 

Slightly overlapping sectional photos were stitched together to 
create a high-quality composite image using Microsoft Image Composite 
Editor. Using ImageJ, color threshold was manually set and MP-ACT 
(Microplastics Automated Counting Tool) plug-in was applied to auto-
matically count, measure, and classify the MP into fibers, fragments, and 
spherical particles based on their circularity (Prata et al., 2019). 
Circularity describes the resemblance of a particular shape to a circle, 
where a perfect circle is assigned the value of 1.0. MP with a circularity 
value of 0.0–0.3, 0.3–0.6, and 0.6–1.0 were classified as fibers, frag-
ments, and (spherical) particles, respectively. The size of MP was based 
on feret diameter which is an approximation of the largest dimension of 
a fiber, fragment, or particle. The MP detected from the blanks (n = 15) 
were also measured. The average MP quantity from the blank was 
subtracted from the corresponding categories of size and shape of MP 
from the samples to eliminate false positives. Additional information 
regarding the use of MP-ACT can be found in S2b of SI. 

2.6. Chemical characterization by μFTIR imaging 

Because of the interference caused by glass microfibers, NR-stained 
MP from GF/A filters were first transferred to 25 mm 20 μm stainless 
steel filter mesh. For this purpose, MP on several GF/A filters were 
transferred onto one stainless steel filter by re-suspending MP in ZnCl2 
through sonication followed by vacuum filtration. GF/A filters were 
chosen arbitrarily through random number selection to create a com-
posite subsample. For the SC, 3 composite subsamples: S1 (n = 13), S2 
(n = 6), and S3 (n = 11), were made which contained a total of 30 clams. 
On the other hand, 5 composite subsamples: L1 (n = 4), L2 (n = 8), L3 (n 
= 6), L4 (n = 8), and L5 (n = 5), were prepared for the LC comprising a 
total of 31 clams. This resulted to three and five steel filters, corre-
sponding to the three and five composite subsamples of SC and LC, 
respectively. In the case of blanks, GF/A filters were treated 
individually. 

Chemical characterization was performed using Lumos II μFTIR in 
the Korea Institute of Analytical Science and Technology (KIAST) using 
their in-house test method. The total filter area was scanned, and spectra 
were acquired from 600 to 4000 cm− 1 at 12 cm− 1 resolution. The FPA 
(focal plane array)-based imaging datasets were analyzed using siMPle 
(Systematic Identification of MicroPLastics in the Environment) (Conesa 
and Iñiguez, 2020) which allowed automated size measurement and 
identification of the polymer types by matching sample spectra with the 
MPHunter reference library (Primpke et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2019). A 
minimum match of 60 % and 40 % in the range of 2700–3500 cm− 1 and 
1000–1800 cm− 1, respectively, was used as the criteria for polymer 
identification. At the same time, MP morphology was categorized into 
either fiber or non-fiber groups. 

2.7. Characterization and classification of MP size and morphology 

The feret diameter (largest distance between two points), which was 
automatically measured in ImageJ as described in Section 2.5, was used 
to estimate the size of MP. The size was divided into the following ranges 

Table 1 
Summary of the phenotypic traits of small and large clams. Values are mean ±
SD. Significant difference (p < 0.05) between small and large clams is marked 
with an asterisk (*).  

Traits Small clams Large clams 

(n = 51) (n = 50) 

Shell length (mm)* 40.69 ± 3.97 51.19 ± 2.86 
Soft tissue wet weight (g)* 5.80 ± 1.16 11.21 ± 2.28 
Shell weight (g)* 5.46 ± 0.10 9.12 ± 1.88 
Total weight (g)* 11.26 ± 1.87 20.34 ± 3.77  
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for classification: <50 μm, 50–100 μm, 100–150 μm, 150–200 μm, 
200–250 μm, 250–1000 μm, 1000–2000 μm, and > 2000 μm. Note that 
the second number in the range was rounded to a whole number (e.g., 
50–99.99 μm to 50–100 μm) except for the range 1000–2000 μm, where 
2000 μm refers to its true value. The <50 μm group was changed to 
20–50 μm in the case of μFTIR due to the limitation of the technique in 
reliably detecting MP <20 μm. 

The predefined categories of morphology in MP-ACT (Prata et al., 
2019), namely particles, fibers, and fragments, were used to classify MP 
according to shape after NRS (Section 2.5). On the other hand, the 
predefined categories in siMPle (fiber and non-fiber) (Conesa and 
Iñiguez, 2020) was utilized in the case of μFTIR spectroscopy, as 
explained in Section 2.6. 

2.8. Verification of methods used for MP profiling 

Before the analysis of the collected clams, preliminary experiments 
in which the efficacy of the digestion method (Section 2.3), and suit-
ability of staining method (Section 2.4) for MP from biological samples 
were performed. The procedures and results are discussed in detail in S1 
(a) and S2 (a, b) of SI. For these experiments, eight in-house MP stan-
dards: polypropylene (PP), high-density polyethylene (HDPE), low- 
density polyethylene (LDPE), polyvinylchloride (PVC), polystyrene 
(PS), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polycaprolactam (PA-6), and 
polyamide 66 (PA-66) were used. A total of nine consumer plastics (CP) 
were also used to verify the effectiveness of NRS on processed and 
weathered polymers (S1a of SI). The CPs include white Styrofoam (CP1), 
colorless water bottle (CP2), colorless microwaveable box (CP3), beige- 
colored microwaveable box (CP4), black plastic bag (CP5), resealable 
bag with blue print (CP6), food grade colorless resealable bag (CP7), 
white thread (CP8), and cream-colored yarn (CP9). 

2.9. Dietary exposure assessment 

The average intake of MP associated with the daily consumption of 
Manila clams in South Korea by Korean consumers was determined. For 
this purpose, consumption data (average of 1.25 g/person/day) from the 
latest Korean Consumption Survey were utilized (Ministry of Health and 
Welfare of Korea, 2015; Cho et al., 2019). Only the data obtained from 
μFTIR imaging were used for exposure assessment since overestimation 
in MP quantity was observed from NRS as discussed in detail in Section 
3.5. For this analysis, L1 was excluded (Dixon's outlier test, p <
2.2e− 16). 

The human exposure to MP via clams was estimated using three 
different exposure scenarios. The first one assumed the consumption of 
only SC while the second one assumed the consumption of only LC. The 
third exposure scenario did not differentiate between the size of clams. 
The general mean MP concentration was determined using the com-
posite samples shown in Table S2. The estimation of dietary intake (EDI) 
per person was calculated as the number of MP consumed per person per 
day. The conservative annual consumption of MP was also determined, 
under the assumption that the clams were consumed daily, by multi-
plying daily intake by 365 days. Even though the average daily con-
sumption value of 1.25 g/person/day does not incorporate a specific size 
group of clams, it was still used to estimate the EDI's for the first and 
second exposure scenarios to provide additional insights regarding 
factors that affect dietary exposure to MP. Having a separate calculation 
for the consumption of SC alone and LC alone is also important in view of 
the trend in market price as previously mentioned in Section 2.2. 

In addition to the three exposure scenarios described above, the 
exposure at the level of each MP category (clam size × MP range ×
polymer type, n = 224) was estimated. This was determined by multi-
plying each of the MP concentrations (per polymer type and size, and per 
clam size) expressed as MP/g clams by the daily consumption value of 
clams. Hereby, a simple assumption was made that only one MP cate-
gory was present in a clam. In this way, the contribution of each MP 

category to the total exposure was calculated. 
To include uncertainties and variabilities of this approach, data were 

assigned the best fit distribution (weight of the individual clam samples 
and MP counts by μFTIR using Chi-square statistics). From all data 
points and their associated probability distributions, exposure based on 
Monte-Carlo simulation implemented in @Risk software (Palisade V8.0) 
was estimated. For this, randomly drawn MP concentrations (MP poly-
mer/g) were multiplied by randomly drawn sample-based weight of 
individual clams. This was done 100,000 times, resulting in a distribu-
tion of 100,000 person-day dietary exposures for each identified MP 
category. 

2.10. Data analysis 

The unit MP/g was used to express the MP concentration relative to 
the wet weight of the soft tissue in grams, while MP/ind was used to 
express the number of MP per individual piece of clam. Normality of 
data was assessed using the Shapiro-Wilk method, homogeneity of 
variance using Levene's test, and subsequent mean comparison using 
Mann Whitney Wilcoxon test. A non-parametric evaluation was used 
because the obtained MP concentrations were not normally distributed, 
and variances were also not homogenous. However, the shell length and 
weight, soft tissue (wet) weight, and total weight of SC and LC passed the 
normality test but failed the test for homogeneity of variance. Because of 
this, Welch t-test was used to evaluate the difference between the means 
of the variables related to the physical traits of the clams. 

The overestimation in NRS measurements were determined by first 
taking the difference between NRS and μFTIR results and calculating the 
ratio between this difference and the μFTIR value (expressed in per-
centage). The presence of associations between variables was tested 
through Spearman's correlation and the difference in the MP profiles 
between the groups was analyzed using principal component analysis 
(PCA). Statistical significance was determined at p < 0.05. All values are 
reported as mean ± standard deviation and statistical analyses were 
conducted in RStudio version 1.3.959. 

3. Results 

3.1. Blank samples 

A total of 15 blank measurements were conducted to check for 
contamination. An average of 13 ± 7 MP was detected in blank samples 
through NRS. During the transfer of MP from the GF/A to the steel filter 
prior to μFTIR imaging, a minimal loss of MP was observed, i.e., a 
minimum of 1 to a maximum of 3 MP were lost from each filter. The 
blank measurement was subtracted from each sample to determine the 
final quantity of MP. 

3.2. Profiling of MP in clams using Nile red staining 

A total of 3692 MP were isolated from all samples (n = 101), 
whereby 1078 originated from SC while 2614 were isolated from LC. 
The average MP concentration was 4.25 ± 5.21 MP/g or 36.55 ± 58.34 
MP/ind for the combined clam size groups (Table 2). A broad range in 
MP content was observed in both groups, with SC exhibiting a span of 
1–72 MP/ind and LC showing a span of 1–495 MP/ind. The SC and LC 
had a comparable concentration (p > 0.05) of 4.00 ± 4.27 and 4.51 ±
6.06 MP/g, respectively. Conversely, LC contained significantly higher 
(p < 0.05) MP numbers, when individual pieces of clam were consid-
ered: 52.28 ± 77.82 MP/ind (LC) compared to 21.14 ± 19.56 MP/ind in 
SC. 

The semi-automated method for morphology measurement based on 
ImageJ resulted in three different morphology classifications: (spher-
ical) particles, fragments, and fibers. In both SC and LC, particles were 
the most prominent shape category, accounting for 80–86 % of total MP. 
Fragments and fibers followed, with a prevalence of 10–13 % and 4–7 %, 
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respectively. Relative to the weight of the samples, the concentration 
based on MP morphology was not significantly different (p > 0.05). 
However, the individual pieces of LC had a substantially higher (p <
0.05) concentration of particles at 44.92 ± 75.07 particles/ind 
compared to 16.8 ± 17.0 particles/ind obtained from the SC. 

In terms of MP size, particles with feret diameters between 50 and 
100 μm were the most abundant in both clam groups and accounted for 
44.6 % and 46.5 % of the total MP detected in the SC and LC groups, 
respectively. Plastic debris larger than 1 mm accounted for only 1.8 % of 
total MPs from both groups, making it the size with the lowest preva-
lence. LC had a higher concentration (p < 0.05) of MP < 50, 100–150, 
150–200, and 200–250 μm at 1.31 ± 2.62, 0.60 ± 1.15, 0.20 ± 0.29, 
and 0.13 ± 0.15 MP/g, respectively, compared to the 1.34 ± 1.33, 0.40 
± 0.83, 0.16 ± 0.46, and 0.07 ± 0.15 MP/g observed from SC. Similarly, 
individual pieces of LC showed significantly higher levels (p < 0.05) of 
MP at 24.32 ± 42.95, 7.02 ± 15.69, 2.32 ± 3.82, 1.48 ± 1.67, and 2.18 
± 3.54 MP/ind in the range of 50–100, 100–150, 150–200, 200–250, 
and 250–1000 μm, respectively. In comparison, only 9.43 ± 10.40, 1.92 
± 3.45, 0.71 ± 1.75, 0.39 ± 0.90, 0.80 ± 1.56 MP/ind was observed in 
SC belonging to the same size categories. The profiles of MP obtained in 
both groups of clams through NRS are displayed in Table 2, while 
Table S1 shows the MP profile in individual clams. As shown in Fig. 1A, 
correlation analysis only revealed moderate associations (Spearman's 
coefficient < 0.5, p < 0.05) between MP content and the phenotypic 
characteristics of the samples which include shell length and weight, 
(soft) tissue weight, and total weight. In addition, PCA analysis shows 
that SC and LC did not appear as distinct clusters in the PCA scores plot 
(Fig. 1C), and shell length only has a weak influence on the first two PC's 
(Fig. 1D). 

3.3. Profiling of MP in clams using μFTIR imaging 

An average of 3.24 ± 1.56 MP/g or 30.50 ± 19.09 MP/ind were 
obtained when all sizes of clams were combined (Table 2). As a group, 
SC (S1 to S3) had 2.70 ± 1.66 MP/g or 15.64 ± 9.25 MP/ind, while LC 
(L1 to L5) showed 3.65 ± 1.59 MP/g or 41.63 ± 16.90 MP/ind ac-
cording to μFTIR. The difference in MP content between the two groups 
was not significant (p > 0.05). With regard to MP shape, the majority of 
MP were categorized as non-fibers which showed an average of 2.55 ±
1.44 MP/g or 14.80 ± 8.03 MP/ind, and 3.07 ± 1.37 MP/g or 35.15 ±
14.95 MP/ind for SC and LC, respectively. Table S2 (SI) shows the 
quantity of MP in each composite sample. 

Due to analytical limitations, MP smaller than 20 μm were excluded 
from the μFTIR analysis. The size range 20–50 μm and 50–100 μm were 
the two most prevalent in both groups of clams and contained particles 
which were primarily classified as non-fibers. The fibers, in contrast, 
exhibited a majority of feret diameters in the 50–100 μm size range in SC 
and 20–50 μm in LC. MP with feret diameters of 150–200 μm and >1000 
μm were not observed in SC. Likewise, large particles >1000 μm were 
not detected in LC. The concentrations of MP according to size and shape 
were all comparable (p > 0.05) as shown in Table 2. In addition, only 
weak to moderate associations (Spearman's coefficient < 0.5, p < 0.05) 
were observed between MP concentration and shell length and weight, 
(soft) tissue weight, and total weight (Fig. 1B). 

Table 2 
Profiles (quantity, shape, and size) of microplastics (MP/g and MP/individual) 
in small and large clams (SC and LC) based on Nile red staining (NRS) and μFTIR 
imaging. 
Values are shown as a mean ± standard deviation; The category non-fiber is only 
for μFTIR. This category covers both spherical particles and fragments; (*) de-
notes significant difference at p < 0.05 between SC and LC; Italicized values 
inside () under NRS were obtained from composite samples of SC (n = 3, total of 
30 clams) and LC (n = 5, total of 31 clams); aNRS data from SC (n = 51) and LC 
(n = 50); bμFTIR data from composite samples of SC (n = 3, total of 30 clams) 
and LC (n = 5, total of 31 clams); c20–50 μm; dp = 0.057; (NA) not applicable.  

MP Sample MP/g MP/individual 

NRSa μFTIRb NRSa μFTIRb 

Content 
Total All 4.25 ±

5.21 
3.24 ±
1.56 

36.55 ±
58.34 

30.50 ±
19.09 

(3.82 ±
1.72) 

(34.39 ±
19.63) 

SC 4.00 ±
4.27 

2.70 ±
1.66 

21.14 ±
19.56 

15.64 ±
9.25 

(4.16 ±
2.01) 

(24.08 ±
11.08) 

LC 4.51 ±
6.06 

3.65 ±
1.59 

52.28 ±
77.82* 

41.63 ±
16.90 

(4.52 ±
1.58) 

(51.84 ±
16.35)  

Shape 
Spherical 

particles 
SC 3.22 ±

3.70 
NA 16.82 ±

17.01 
NA 

Fibers 0.26 ±
0.49 

0.15 ±
0.23 

1.53 ±
3.10 

0.84 ±
1.30 

Fragments 0.52 ±
0.66 

NA 2.78 ±
3.16 

NA 

Spherical 
particles 

LC 3.83 ±
5.83 

NA 44.92 ±
75.07* 

NA 

Fibers 0.19 ±
0.37 

0.57 ±
0.30 

2.14 ±
4.07 

6.49 ±
3.05 d 

Fragments 0.48 ±
0.77 

NA 5.22 ±
8.12 

NA 

Non-fibers SC NA 2.55 ±
1.44 

NA 14.80 ±
8.03 

LC NA 3.07 ±
1.37 

NA 35.15 ±
14.95  

Size (μm) 
<50 SC 1.34 ±

1.33 
1.83 ±
0.80c 

7.63 ±
8.24 

10.61 ±
4.45c 

50–100 1.80 ±
2.13 

0.75 ±
0.71 

9.43 ±
10.40 

4.32 ±
3.99 

100–150 0.40 ±
0.83 

0.11 ±
0.16 

1.92 ±
3.45 

0.63 ±
0.89 

150–200 0.16 ±
0.46 

0.00 ±
0.00 

0.71 ±
1.75 

0.00 ±
0.00 

200–250 0.07 ±
0.15 

0.01 ±
0.01 

0.39 ±
0.90 

0.04 ±
0.08 

250–1000 0.17 ±
0.35 

0.01 ±
0.01 

0.80 ±
1.56 

0.04 ±
0.00 

1000–2000 0.04 ±
0.11 

0.00 ±
0.00 

0.20 ±
0.49 

0.00 ±
0.00 

>2000 0.02 ±
0.07 

0.00 ±
0.00 

0.10 ±
0.36 

0.00 ±
0.00 

<50 LC 1.31 ±
2.62* 

2.74 ±
1.26c 

14.72 ±
28.18 

31.21 ±
13.12c 

50–100 2.05 ±
3.16 

0.76 ±
0.29 

24.32 ±
42.95* 

8.65 ±
3.22 

100–150 0.60 ±
1.15* 

0.11 ±
0.06 

7.08 ±
15.69* 

1.27 ±
0.67 

150–200 0.20 ±
0.29* 

0.02 ±
0.02 

2.32 ±
3.82* 

0.22 ±
0.31 

200–250 0.13 ±
0.15* 

0.02 ±
0.01 

1.48 ±
1.67* 

0.15 ±
0.10 

250–1000 0.20 ±
0.35 

0.02 ±
0.02 

2.18 ±
3.54* 

0.15 ±
0.20 

1000–2000  

Table 2 (continued ) 

MP Sample MP/g MP/individual 

NRSa μFTIRb NRSa μFTIRb 

0.02 ±
0.05 

0.00 ±
0.00 

0.18 ±
0.48 

0.00 ±
0.00 

>2000 0.00 ±
0.00 

0.00 ±
0.00 

0.02 ±
0.14 

0.00 ±
0.00  
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3.4. Chemical characterization of MP in clams by μFTIR 

Four different synthetic polymers were identified from the isolated 
MP, namely, PE, PET, PP, and PS. Irrespective of the clam size, signifi-
cantly higher (p < 0.05) PET was present at 0.66 ± 0.68 MP/g compared 
to PE with 0.09 ± 0.11 MP/g. In addition, considerably more (p < 0.05) 
PS (1.99 ± 1.31 MP/g) was detected than PE (0.09 ± 0.11 MP/g). 
Similar observations were obtained when concentration was expressed 
per individual clam. There was significantly higher (p < 0.05) PET (5.14 
± 4.36 MP/ind) than PE (0.94 ± 1.16 MP/ind), PS (18.93 ± 13.81 MP/ 

ind) than PE (0.94 ± 1.16 MP/ind), and PS (18.93 ± 13.81 MP/ind) 
than PP (3.37 ± 5.33 MP/ind). 

Between SC and LC, there were no notable differences (p > 0.05) 
observed in the concentrations of each polymer in terms of both MP/ind 
and MP/g, as shown in Fig. 2A and B, respectively. However, PS was 
more prevalent (p < 0.05) than PE and PET considering values from LC 
alone. On the other hand, no significant differences were observed be-
tween the polymers within SC. 

Only PET and PS were detected in the fiber group in SC, while PP, PS, 
PE, and PET were all identified in the fibers isolated from LC, in 

Fig. 1. Correlation matrix for the physical characteristics of clams (shell weight and length, soft tissue weight, and total weight) and microplastics concentration 
determined by (A) Nile Red staining and (B) μFTIR imaging. The size and color of the circles indicate the strength of correlation. Insignificant associations between 
variables are not shown. Principal component analysis of NRS-based measurements showing (C) scores plot for PC1 and PC2, and (D) loadings plot showing vectors of 
original variables. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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descending order of quantity. All four polymers in SC were predomi-
nantly 20–50 μm, corresponding to 72 % of the total quantity. Mean-
while, 25 % fell into the range 50–100 μm. A similar trend was observed 
from LC. All polymers were primarily 20–50 μm (74 %) and 50–100 μm 
(21 %). Representative images of each polymer and their spectra are 
presented in Fig. 2C. 

3.5. Comparison of results from NRS and μFTIR imaging 

The MP concentration was consistently lower when measured via 
μFTIR. Even when MP with diameters <20 μm were subtracted from the 
NR-based measurement, the results from μFTIR were still lower. Taken 
altogether, the samples contained 3.24 ± 1.56 MP/g (30.50 ± 19.09 
MP/ind) based on μFTIR, and 3.82 ± 1.72 MP/g (34.39 ± 19.63 MP/ 
ind) based on NRS (p > 0.05). The total MP from the composite samples 
of SC were 411 and 594 according to μFTIR and NRS, respectively. 
Within the LC group, only 1148 were detected through μFTIR compared 
to 1402 detected by NRS. In terms of concentration, there were 4.16 ±
2.01 MP/g (24.08 ± 11.08 MP/ind) and 2.70 ± 1.66 (15.64 ± 9.25 MP/ 
ind) in SC according to NRS and μFTIR, respectively. In LC, 4.52 ± 1.58 
MP/g (51.84 ± 16.35 MP/ind) were detected through NRS while 3.65 
± 1.59 MP/g (41.63 ± 16.90 MP/ind) were found using μFTIR. In 
summary, NRS analysis resulted in a 47.0 %, 23.7 %, and 75.0 % 
overestimation in SC (S1 to S3) and 686.2 %, 22.1 %, 45.5 %, 18.8 %, 
and 17.9 % overestimation in LC (L1 to L5), where 686.2 % was deemed 
an outlier (Dixon's test, p < 2.2e− 16) (Fig. 3). This translated to an 
average of 48.6 ± 25.7 % increase in MP concentration in SC and a 31.0 
± 13.1 % increase in concentration in LC. 

The source of this overestimation was investigated by checking for 
remnants of biological material and lipid droplets coming from the 
clams. Co-staining of MP with DAPI (Stanton et al., 2019) revealed the 
presence of both NR- and DAPI-positive debris as shown in Fig. S8 of SI. 
The presence of these debris indicates traces of undigested organic 
matter from the clams still exists. To examine the presence of lipids, 
enzymatic treatment with lipase was performed (S1b of SI). However, 
even after 18 h of in-situ lipase treatment, the number of MP did not 
change (Fig. S10 of SI) which suggests that lipids were not the cause of 
overestimation. The remnants of undigested biological material from the 
clams most likely caused the overestimation in NRS. Despite the higher 
values from NRS, the concentrations (MP/g and MP/ind) obtained from 
the two methods were comparable (p > 0.05). 

The estimated size derived from NRS for the majority of MP was 
slightly larger at 50–100 μm. In contrast, μFTIR measured predomi-
nantly MP with diameters between 20 and 50 μm. MP in the range of 
150–200 μm were identified with NRS, but not μFTIR (Table 2). In terms 
of shape, the particle and fragment categories from NRS were combined 
to correspond to the non-fiber category from μFTIR. In this manner, both 
methods were parallel in detecting largely non-fibers. 

3.6. Exposure assessment 

Exposure was estimated assuming consumption of small and large 
clams separately, and all clams independent of their size. These three 
exposure scenarios based on the deterministic approach revealed a dif-
ference in exposure in relation to size of clams (Table 3). 

EDI obtained for the scenario where clams were consumed inde-
pendent of their size was 4.08 MP/person/day and 1489.37 MP/person/ 
year. The latter is a conservative approach and may be further improved 
by obtaining a more detailed clams consumption frequency. Addition-
ally, the contribution of each polymer to the total exposure assuming 
independent presence of each polymer was estimated. In this approach, 
MP polymer was expressed per clam resulting in 224 results. The best 
fitted distributions, clam weight input fitted by RiskBetaGeneral 
(0.16706, 0.16107, 5.6900, 12.2033), and MP per polymer fitted by 
RiskGamma (0.48512, 42.295), were used to estimate the exposure and 
subsequently calculate the contribution of each polymer to the total 
exposure. 

Fig. 4 shows that PS contributes the most to the total exposure in 
both SC and LC. Interestingly, PET shows the second highest contribu-
tion in SC, while in LC, this is PP. Whereas for PET and PS which are both 
found in SC, there are various effect (toxicological) studies, PP appears 
to be understudied (de Ruijter et al., 2020). It is of note that in both SC 
and LC, the smallest particle diameters were the most abundant and 

Fig. 2. Polymer concentrations in the small and large clams expressed as (A) 
MP/ind and (B) MP/g. (C) (left panel) Representative images of extracted 
microplastics (eMP) and (right panel) their corresponding FTIR spectra overlaid 
with spectra of the standards. Top to bottom: polyethylene terephthalate (PET), 
polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), and polystyrene (PS). (*) denotes sig-
nificant difference between polymer types at p < 0.05. 
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might contribute the most to the exposure. Thus, the evaluation grouped 
according to various MP categories (size range and/or polymer type) 
may be useful for future risk characterization. 

4. Discussion 

The average MP concentration from both sizes of clams combined 
was 4.25 ± 5.21 and 3.24 ± 1.56 MP/g as measured through NRS and 
μFTIR, respectively. In comparison to other studies conducted in South 
Korea, 4–14 times higher MP abundance was observed considering only 
data from NRS. Similarly, 3–10 times more MP per gram of clam tissue 
was detected through μFTIR imaging. In 2019, Cho et al. only detected 
0.42 ± 0.08 MP/g in Manila clams from the west coast, while even less 
was seen on samples from the southern coast at 0.29 ± 0.13 MP/g. A 
higher MP concentration was observed in samples from Cheonsu and 
Hampyeong (also in the western coast) at 0.49 ± 0.23 and 1.03 ± 0.36 
MP/g, respectively (Cho et al., 2021). In this study, overestimation by 
NRS has been confirmed to be caused by the remaining biological matter 
from the samples which could explain the greater MP concentration 
relative to other studies. However, μFTIR data were solely obtained from 

Fig. 3. Microplastics content based on μFTIR imaging and Nile Red staining (NRS) with indicated extent of overestimation (%) by NRS given in boxes. Note that L1 is 
an outlier (Dixon's test, p < 2.2e− 16). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 3 
Daily and annual estimated dietary intake (EDI) of MP via clams using three 
exposure scenarios.   

Scenarios 

LC SC All clams 

Concentration (MP/g)  3.65  2.70  3.24 
Consumption of clams (g/person/day)  1.25  1.25  1.25 
EDI –daily  4.56  3.38  4.08 
(MP/person/day) 
EDI – annual  1663.17  1232.22  1489.37 
(MP/person/year)  

Fig. 4. Contribution to the total dietary exposure (%) of each MP category as a function of (A) polymer type and (B) size. PS- polystyrene, PP- polypropylene, PET- 
polyethylene terephthalate, and PE- polyethylene. 
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the isolated MP. In spite of this, the concentration was still higher than 
that of earlier investigations (Cho et al., 2019, 2021). This difference 
could be due to one or a combination of the following reasons: (1) 
sample preparation, (2) variation in environmental conditions and 
location of the source of samples, and (3) differences in analytical 
techniques used for MP isolation, organic matter digestion, and MP 
counting strategies. 

First, loss of weakly-bound MP was prevented in this study by 
avoiding extensive washing of the sample and ensuring that the soft 
tissue was kept frozen while excising it from the shell. As a result, more 
MP were retained and quantified from the clams. 

Second, the geographical source is a major contributing factor in MP 
ingestion by bivalves. The amount and characteristics of ingested MP is 
correlated with the level and status of plastic pollution in the animal's 
habitat (Beyer et al., 2017). The samples in this study were obtained 
from Mokpo's coastal zone which is characterized by extensive tidal flats 
and strong tides (Kang et al., 2009). An increase in semidiurnal (two low 
and two high tides per day) tidal amplitude was observed in this area as 
a consequence of dyke and sea wall constructions (Byun et al., 2004). As 
such, MP present in the water column are highly stirred, re-suspended, 
and pushed into the intertidal zone. This may have increased the 
encounter rate of the clams to MP leading to enhanced exposure. Setälä 
et al. (2016) observed that even at low concentration of PS beads, bi-
valves showed high uptake of particulates because of their filter-feeding 
strategy combined with the elevated encounter rate to PS (Setälä et al., 
2016). 

Lastly, the analytical approaches also have influence on the data. 
Compared to other studies which employed manual inspection and 
counting of MP (using μFTIR microscope), this study employed FPA- 
based μFTIR imaging which allowed scanning of the whole filter area 
to search for and identify MP. This prevented bias coming from user 
selection of spatially separated points on the filter which could lead to 
accidental omission of MP, especially transparent ones (Loder et al., 
2015). 

Aside from concentration, a discrepancy in shape was also observed 
between this study and earlier reports (Cho et al., 2019, 2021) where 
fragments were more abundant compared to (spherical) particles, which 
was the most prominent shape identified from both SC and LC (as 
determined by NRS). At first, this disagreement was thought to be due to 
lipid droplets from the clams, which was also considered as a possible 
source of overestimation in NRS as discussed in Section 3.5. The lipid 
droplets could have appeared as spherical fluorescent MP due to the 
affinity of NR to hydrophobic substances. However, as illustrated in 
Fig. S9 (SI), this was not the case. A lipid layer was present on the GF/A 
filter directly after NRS, but it completely disappeared after the ethanol 
washing step, leaving behind only fluorescent pieces of the spiked HDPE 
standard. Furthermore, we attempted enzymatic digestion (SI S1b) of 
the debris in-situ (directly on the filter) and the results are shown in 
Fig. S10 (SI). After lipase treatment, the quantity of MP did not change. 
This confirmed that the large quantity of particles detected in this study 
was not caused by lipids coming from the clams. 

We have identified that the reason behind the mismatched results 
was the different strategies used for shape classification. In former 
studies, the shape was manually identified by the observer by following 
certain criteria (Cho et al., 2019, 2021; Jang et al., 2020). For instance, a 
fragment is irregularly shaped and appears to be chipped from a bigger 
piece of object while a (spherical) particle is round with a smooth sur-
face. In this study, instead of visual descriptors, the shape was deter-
mined based on circularity determined through ImageJ. 

In order to compare if the method based on circularity and manual 
observation of shape assign the same shape category, four images of MP 
considered as fragments were selected from previous investigation 
(Vinay Kumar et al., 2021). As shown in Fig. S11 (SI), the circularity of 
all fragments is 0.8 and above. Based on this value, our method identifies 
those MP as particles instead of fragments. This is another instance 
where different analytical approaches yield different results and 

highlights the need for harmonization of analytical approaches used for 
MP characterization from environmental samples. The root cause of the 
problem is the lack of standardized methods in the field of MP research. 
Because of this, comparison of results found in numerous studies is 
challenging. There is a need to develop a standardized protocol for MP 
sampling, extraction, and detection for different types of samples. In 
addition, an international consensus on MP classification (morphology 
and size) should also be established (Li et al., 2019). 

In this study, the clams were grouped according to size under the 
assumptions that the larger (and older) animals may bioaccumulate 
more MP and/or size of the animal has an effect on MP ingestion. The 
clams were carefully segregated to achieve two phenotypically distinct 
groups based on both shell length and soft tissue weight. Despite this 
substantial difference in size, correlation analysis (on data obtained 
from both NRS and μFTIR) did not show any strong and significant as-
sociation between the MP content and physical characteristics of the 
samples. In addition, when PCA was applied to NRS data, SC and LC 
formed only one instead of two distinct groups as shown in Fig. 1 (C and 
D). This suggests that the MP profiles of SC and LC overlap with each 
other. The differently sized clams cannot be distinguished from one 
another just on the basis of their MP content. Similar observations were 
found in Perna canaliculus from New Zealand (Webb et al., 2019) and 
Mytilus edulis from the United Kingdom and Zealand (Scott et al., 2019). 

As mentioned in Section 2.2, there was approximately at least 1-year 
age difference between LC and SC. In this case, LC may have been 
exposed longer to the MP present in its habitat leading to accumulation 
of more MP. This should have been evident in the measured mean value 
of MP/ind. MP/g is not an appropriate measure in this case because of 
the higher biomass of LC. According to NRS, LC contained substantially 
higher MP/ind compared to SC. On the contrary, μFTIR data indicated 
that the two groups have similar concentrations. Due to the proven 
overestimation in NRS, as discussed in detail in Section 3.5, only μFTIR- 
based measurements were considered. In this respect, LC did not accu-
mulate more MP as initially postulated. This could be due to the natural 
process of waste excretion. Even when more MP were ingested through 
filter-feeding, more MP were also egested. Mussels were shown to 
quickly eliminate MP trapped in the gills as pseudo feces, while those 
that make their way into the gut are usually expelled as feces (Li et al., 
2021). Li et al. (2016) proposed that the balance between feeding and 
egestion will allow MP accumulation to reach a steady state wherein the 
MP concentration remains at a stable range. However, the interplay 
between MP uptake and egestion is still not well understood at this time. 
The process is more complex especially since translocation and retention 
of MP in different parts of bivalves has been observed (Browne et al., 
2008; Ward and Kach, 2009; Van Cauwenberghe et al., 2015). In addi-
tion, selective intake and elimination was also found to occur in oysters 
and mussels (Ward et al., 2019). More studies are needed to provide a 
better understanding of the dynamics of ingestion and egestion. Labo-
ratory exposure studies involving longer exposure times will provide 
important insights into the behavior and fate of MP after ingestion by 
shellfish as it occurs in the natural environment. 

The analogous concentration and type of synthetic polymers found in 
SC and LC suggest that there was a uniform distribution of the polymers 
in the animals' habitat. Previous studies involving Manila clams and 
other bivalves consistently reported the presence of PE, PET, PS, and PP 
(Li et al., 2015; Digka et al., 2018a; Phuong et al., 2018; Qu et al., 2018). 
PE and PET are widely used in the manufacture of plastic containers and 
food packaging such as water bottles, food wrappers, and bags (Teng 
et al., 2019). PS is commonly used in insulation materials, while PP is 
incorporated into clothing fibers, non-woven fabrics, filaments, and 
packaging films (Lithner et al., 2012; Teng et al., 2019). Aside from these 
sources, the materials used in shellfish aquaculture is also a contributor 
of MP. For instance, from the aquaculture, Pediveliger clam larvae are 
moved to the nursery where they are covered in mesh until they are 
mature enough for seeding (10–15 mm shell length) in intertidal sites. 
Nets made of PP or HDPE are also used to cover the clam beds as 
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protection against predation (Dumbauld et al., 2009). 
In South Korea, several MP studies involving beach sediments and 

surface water frequently reported high quantities of PS, specifically ePS 
(expanded PS) (Heo et al., 2013; Kang et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2015). PS is 
cheap and is widely used in South Korea as packaging material and 
aquaculture buoys. An estimated 1.6 million ePS buoys are released per 
year which makes this material ubiquitous in Korean waters (MOF 
(Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries), 2017). PS was predominantly 
observed in both sizes of clams in this study, although its high concen-
tration was not enough to be significant compared to the other polymers 
within SC. The samples may have been exposed to floating PS debris as 
the tide moved the suspended particles into the intertidal zone where 
clam farming usually takes place. Cho et al. (2019) reported that Manila 
clams grown in tidal flats contained more MP compared to bivalves 
cultured using deep water farming (i.e. mussels and oysters). This shows 
that current aquaculture practices and techniques could also contribute 
to the MP contamination of farmed bivalves. However, this may not be 
true in other regions. A previous study in British Columbia reported 
similar levels of MP contamination in farmed and wild Pacific oysters 
and Manila clams. Aside from this, plastic debris from the nets, ropes, or 
fences commonly used in shellfish culture did not match the MP iden-
tified from both species (Covernton et al., 2019). Based on this, it ap-
pears that the impact of aquaculture, and associated plastic equipment, 
on MP contamination in shellfish varies from case to case. Nevertheless, 
there is no indication to overlook its influence on the findings of this 
study. 

Statistically, similar MP concentrations were obtained using NRS and 
μFTIR (p > 0.05). However, it is important to acknowledge that NRS 
consistently generated higher MP quantities. For studies aiming at 
exposure assessment, NRS does not seem to be a suitable method since 
overestimated MP concentration will lead to unreliable estimates of 
human exposure. Given that overestimation was proven to be due to 
undigested organic matter, it seems that alkaline digestion in tandem 
with NRS is not a suitable method despite its repeated use in previous 
reports involving biota (Lv et al., 2019; Dowarah et al., 2020; Prata 
et al., 2021). In this respect, caution should be exercised by checking for 
remnants of biological material before the application of NRS. This 
could be achieved by co-staining approaches using DAPI or methylene 
blue that selectively binds nucleic acids (DNA or RNA), thereby 
revealing the presence of leftover biological matter (Stanton et al., 2019; 
Michelaraki et al., 2020). 

The true nature of the organic remnants in this study is not clear and 
to identify them is beyond the scope of this investigation. Nevertheless, 
we have eliminated lipids as the source by performing lipase treatment, 
but it is possible that small fragments of tissues that may contain lipids 
which were not accessible to enzymatic treatment were present. The 
existence of protein-lipid complexes is also plausible. Unless organic 
matter is completely removed, the reliability of NRS-based MP mea-
surement is uncertain. More efforts should be directed towards finding 
an effective digestion method for biological samples. 

A number of assumptions were made for dietary exposure estimation 
because of the lack of detailed data on South Korean consumption of 
Manila clams. The available consumption data was only evaluated on a 
daily basis, so the average daily consumption was taken into account. In 
addition, a clear description is lacking with regards to the inclusion of 
shell weight in the average daily consumption value. Because of this, the 
consumption of 1.25 g/person/day was assumed to include only soft 
tissue weight. An additional limitation exists in terms of the represen-
tativeness of the sample since the Manila clams were obtained from only 
one market. This limitation affects the measured average concentration 
of MP that was used to derive the EDI's. Nevertheless, the EDI's still 
provide valuable insights regarding MP intake through clam 
consumption. 

It is also important to note that both farmed and wild Manila clams 
are available in the Korean market. In 2019, a production of 23,773 tons 
and 22,254 tons of wild-caught and farmed Manila clams, respectively, 

was recorded in South Korea. Approximately 35, 250 tons of the total 
Manila clam production was consumed in the country on the same year 
(Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries in Republic of Korea, 2021). This 
study only focused on cultured Manila clams, but dietary exposure 
assessment and/or MP profiling could be improved in the future by 
taking both wild and farmed Manila clams to obtain a more represen-
tative sample. A number of studies already compared the MP content 
between cultured and wild bivalves, but results were not consistent. 
Some reported higher MP abundance in samples from the wild (Li et al., 
2016; Cho et al., 2021) while others did not observe any differences (De 
Witte et al., 2014; Davidson and Dudas, 2016; Covernton et al., 2019). In 
any case, wild-caught samples should also be factored into the sampling 
strategy for future investigations. 

Aside from the three exposure scenarios which highlight exposure to 
all MP of various sizes and polymer types, additional estimates were also 
generated to emphasize the impact of the four detected polymers. Even 
though only independent presence of each polymer was estimated, it 
could be beneficial in light of the influence of polymer composition to 
the fate of MP inside an organism (de Ruijter et al., 2020). Aside from 
particle size/diameter and polymer type, assessment based on surface 
area might also be worth considering for future risk characterization 
given that surface area was previously shown to be more predictive of 
adverse effects compared to particle size in PS particles (Brown et al., 
2001). 

5. Conclusion 

This study provides a comprehensive comparison of the concentra-
tion, size, shape, and polymer type of MP present in market samples of 
farmed SC and LC by utilizing two of the most used techniques (NRS and 
μFTIR) in MP research. We have established that Manila clams from 
South Korea are highly contaminated with MP, but the size, weight, or 
age of the animal has no influence on the amount and characteristics of 
the MP detected. In addition, alkaline digestion was found to be insuf-
ficient which led to overestimation of MP content by NRS. In order to 
obtain more reliable results from NRS in the future, an efficient digestion 
method for biological samples has to be established. Until this is ach-
ieved, NRS-based quantification, especially in biota, should be used with 
caution and not taken independently. Taking into account that a long- 
term dietary exposure (annual) to MP is based on a daily consump-
tion, and that the contribution of each MP category was based on the 
total weight of an individual clam, the approximated EDI probably 
overestimates the real exposure. On the other hand, only one marine 
species was taken into account and multiple reports suggests the pres-
ence of MP in various marine species used for human consumption. In 
order to assess the total dietary exposure to MP, an integrated approach 
capturing various food sources of MP is needed. In the case of bivalves, a 
detailed consumption data including only edible tissue weight is of 
utmost importance for better evaluation. Even though studies on toxi-
cological dose− response relationships are still lacking, an extensive 
exposure assessment is a vital first step in establishing relevant health 
effects in the future. 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi. 
org/10.1016/j.marpolbul.2022.113846. 
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